Kid's Space

Attract young children to your library by creating
a space just for them, and just their size!

Two Sided Mobile
Book Display Stand

Mobile Book
Storage Island

Not your average mobile book display
cabinet! Deluxe in design, features and
construction, you'll appreciate how this
cabinet is packed with intelligent storage in
ways that other models aren't.

Talk about a mobile library! This sturdy twosided mobile cabinet has room for hundreds
of books along with compartments
underneath for magazines, supplies, etc.
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Five Section
Reading Nook
For group reading time or just
hanging out, our popular five
section reading nook is ideal
for setting up a comfortable
reading and socializing area
that can be configured to your
specific room environment.

Model# WHBWB8510

Alone Zone
Children are drawn into the
cozy, comfortable, private
reading chair for a time out
from a busy day.

Model# WHBWB0240R

Nature View Play
Greenhouse

Just-my-size indoor greenhouse!
The design features wide door
openings, an open pergola-style
roof and realistic wildflower fields
and plants printed on safe,
shatterproof acrylic panels that
dampen noise, accommodate
social distancing and provide
maximum visibility for adult
supervision.

Model# WHBWB0511
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Children Sized Soft Seating
Ensure children are comfortable by providing a seat just their size. These collections are available in both adult and child sizes!

Leo Wĕl

Hue

Joy

Leo is a curved bench, which, when
placed together, can create unique
setups that are excellent for
collaboration .The Leo Wĕl is a full 8'
circle consisting of six Leo
ottomans.

Hue is a simple, classic piece, where
the attention to detail is the primary
focus. All Hue chairs including the
loveseat and sofa are comfortable,
lightweight, and use non-marking
glides to protect the floor against
damage.

The Joy Lounge Collection offers
modern wing-back styling and a
spacious seat for all ages. The Joy
Collection brings an element of
sophistication to any environment,
while comfortably seating both
young and old alike.

Additional styles and collections available!
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